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(54) Distributed audio control method, device, system, and software product

(57) An aspect of the invention is a multipoint audio
processing method for processing audio streams origi-
nating from a plurality of audio clients (130), said method
comprising the steps, to be executed in a multipoint audio
processing node (120):
- receiving control information on how to preselect audio
streams from received audio streams;
- receiving audio streams from audio clients (130) con-
nected so said distributed multipoint audio processing
node (120);
- generating evaluated audio streams by analyzing pack-
ets of said received audio streams in terms of at least
one audio communication characteristic, and attaching
an analysis result information of said analysis to said
packets, in each audio stream;
- preselecting audio streams by deciding on whether or
not any evaluated audio stream is to be transmitted fur-
ther, based on said received control information and/or
said analysis result information contained in said evalu-
ated audio streams; and
- transmitting said audio streams decided to be to be
transmitted further while discarding evaluated audio
streams decided not to be to be transmitted further, with-
out mixing any transmitted audio streams.

Further aspects regard a method including corre-
sponding steps to be executed by a central audio
processing node (110), devices for executing those
methods, a corresponding system of audio clients (130),
distributed nodes (120) and central node (110), and a
software product.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method, de-
vice, and system for distributed audio control. The inven-
tion also relates to a corresponding software product.
The invention is in particular applicable for use in a con-
ferencing application.
[0002] It is known for conferencing applications that
one or more multipoint control units (MCUs) are used to
control audio from a plurality of audio sources. In general,
each audio source is represented by a client. A plurality
of clients are connected to one MCU. A plurality of MCUs
may be interconnected, as a mesh or tree, or in a hybrid
mesh/tree structure. If large voice conferences are being
established, requirements to the MCU grow with a
number N of attached clients. Especially performance
and bandwidth requirements for multipoint processor
(MP) processing voice itself grow with each additional
client. If more MCUs are interconnected, some kind of
scalability can be attained. However, each MCU intro-
duces payload delay which cannot be decreased under
a few tens of milliseconds. Thus, scalability is limited.
[0003] To be more specific, Fig. 2 shows an example
embodied in the prior art where a multipoint control unit
(MCU) 10 controls a plurality of clients 30 (client 1 ... client
N). Here, a number of N clients 30 is assumed. (Through-
out the present application, N is referred to as a number
of clients to be controlled, as a whole.) In this configura-
tion, as mentioned above, MCU performance is a bottle-
neck as well as MCU network connection.
[0004] Fig. 3 shows another example embodied in the
prior art where multiple MCUs 10 each controlling a plu-
rality of clients 30 are interconnected in the form of a full
mesh. In this configuration, a good voice delay can be
attained as voice delay is limited to 2 x MCU_delay. It
will be noted that the number of MCU interconnections
grows fast, following the relation m* = (M x (M - 1)) / 2
where m* is the number of MCU-MCU interconnections
among all MCUs in the mesh and M is the number of
MCUs in the mesh. With, then, m** representing the max-
imum number of possible MCU-MCU and MCU-Client
connections, a maximum number Nmax of clients N is
limited to about Nmax = ((m** + 1)2) /4.
[0005] Fig. 4 shows another example embodied in the
prior art where multiple MCUs 10 each controlling a plu-
rality of clients 30 are interconnected in the form of a 2-
levels tree structure. In this configuration, voice delay
grows with the number of levels and is, in this example,
(3 x MCU_delay) which may be on an edge of acceptance
or may be unacceptable on less quality networks. With
m** representing the maximum number of MCU connec-
tions again, the number of clients N is limited to about
Nmax = m** x (m** - 1).
[0006] The MCU configurations described above do
not scale well because each MCU contains a jitter buffer
and a mixing unit introducing significant delay which can-
not be reduced. All mixing algorithms do not use really
all input streams but select just some of them and only

those selected streams are mixed.
[0007] From WO2012120240 or US2013342639 it is
known to distribute mixing of (video) audio streams.
There are one main and one or more secondary media
servers. Clients are connected to these servers. The
main media server comprises a selection module to se-
lect a plurality of incoming streams and a global mixing
unit to create an aggregated stream comprising the se-
lected streams. A secondary server comprises a local
mixing unit to mix input streams, which are selected by
the main server’s selection module. As a result, two
planes of mixing units are provided.
[0008] According to EP2285106 which is similar to
US2013342639, the distributed mixing units are control-
led by a common application server. As above, distribut-
ed mixing is provided.
[0009] US8437281 discloses that the mixing process
is distributed across nodes in a network and may even
take place in an end node (aka terminal). It is provided
that payload (or session) paths between the various
nodes are free of loops, because a tree hierarchy with
one root node and a number of leaf nodes is established.
Tree establishment depends on the sequence the nodes
enter the conference.
[0010] An object of the present invention is to provide
a method, device, and system for distributed audio con-
trol which are able to at least partly alleviate the draw-
backs of the prior art as mentioned above. In particular,
an object of the present invention is to provide such a
method, device, and system for distributed audio control
which are able to enhance scalability of MCU structure.
[0011] The aforementioned object or objects of the in-
vention is/are solved at least in parts by the features of
the independent claims. Advantageous embodiments
and further developments of the invention are set forth
in the sub-claims.
[0012] The basic idea of the present invention is that
stream evaluation and selection may be distributed and
a central mixing node receives just preselected streams
for final mixing. Only the central node needs a jitter buffer
to reconstruct the stream from received packets. An im-
portant tool for realizing this basic idea is to provide a
control information as to how to preselect input streams,
and a hierarchical structure forwarding such control in-
formation from top to bottom. This allows a structured,
top-to-bottom control such that analysis of data packets
and preselection may be done at most possible inferior
level by distributed processing resources, still ensuring
that needs of superior entities are met. This ensures that
only the needed audio streams are forwarded to the su-
perior entities by shifting competence of selection to the
inferior entities while still keeping full control by the su-
perior entities.
[0013] Therefore, a first aspect of the invention is a
multipoint audio processing method for processing audio
streams originating from a plurality of audio clients, said
method comprising the following steps, to be executed
in a distributed multipoint audio processing node:
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- receiving control information on how to preselect au-
dio streams for upstream mixing from received audio
streams;

- receiving audio streams from audio clients connect-
ed so said distributed multipoint audio processing
node;

- generating evaluated audio streams by analyzing
packets of said audio streams received from said
audio clients in terms of at least one audio commu-
nication characteristic, and attaching an analysis re-
sult information of said analysis to said packets, in
each audio stream;

- preselecting audio streams by deciding on whether
or not any evaluated audio stream is to be transmit-
ted upstream for mixing, based on said received con-
trol information and/or said analysis result informa-
tion contained in said evaluated audio streams; and

- transmitting said audio streams decided to be trans-
mitted upstream while discarding evaluated audio
streams decided not to be to be transmitted up-
stream.

[0014] Preselection does not need not to be limited to
the whole of an audio stream. Also part of a received
audio stream may be preselected, e.g., by frame rate,
data density, etc., to be transmitted, the rest to be dis-
carded. It is to be noted that the audio streams are not
mixed at this point, i.e., in the distributed multipoint audio
processing node.
[0015] The method of this aspect may further comprise
the steps, to be executed in said distributed multipoint
audio processing node :

- sending said control information to one or more other
distributed multipoint audio processing nodes con-
nected to said distributed multipoint audio process-
ing node;

- receiving audio streams from said other distributed
multipoint audio processing nodes; and

- transmitting said audio streams received from said
other distributed multipoint audio processing nodes
upstream for mixing, preferably applying said decid-
ing step on them beforehand while relying on anal-
ysis result information already contained in said au-
dio streams received from said other distributed
multipoint audio processing nodes.

[0016] In other words, audio streams received from
said other distributed multipoint audio processing nodes
need not to be made subject to a further evaluation step
in the distributed multipoint audio processing node re-
ceiving them. However, they may or may not be made
subject of a further preselection step by applying said
deciding step to them so that, just as any stream directly
received by a connected audio client, any audio stream
received from another distributed multipoint audio
processing node is

- preselected by deciding on whether or not it is to be
transmitted upstream for mixing, based on said con-
trol information received (from upstream) and/or said
analysis result information contained in it (i.e., the
audio stream received from downstream); and

- transmitted upstream only if it is decided to be trans-
mitted upstream, while being discarded if it is decid-
ed not to be to be transmitted upstream.

[0017] Another aspect of the present invention is a
multipoint audio processing method for processing audio
streams originating from a plurality of audio clients, said
method comprising the steps, to be executed in a central
audio processing node :

- sending a control information on how to preselect
input audio streams downstream to one or more dis-
tributed multipoint audio processing nodes connect-
ed to said central audio processing node;

- receiving audio streams from said distributed
multipoint audio processing nodes; and

- generating a mixed audio stream from said received
audio streams, preferably with employing a jitter buff-
er, and preferably deciding beforehand, based on
said control information and/or any analysis result
information contained in said received audio
streams, on whether or not a received audio stream
is to be used for mixing.

[0018] The method of this aspect may be combined
with the method steps of the previous aspect but also
realize the inventive idea per se. It is central here that
the control information is distributed from top to bottom,
starting from the central audio processing node. The mix-
ing is only done at the central node. There is no evaluation
of streams received in the central node. Instead, the
method relies on the assumption that any audio stream
has already been evaluated and preselected at inferior
nodes. A delay stemming from jitter buffer of mixing will
not sum up through a plurality of mixing stages but will
appear only once. Processing load will be distributed by
evaluating and preselecting at lower instances.
[0019] The method of this and/or the previous aspect
may further comprise the steps:

- defining said control information, to be executed in
said central audio processing node; and/or

- generating an extracted control information to be
used for preselection, to be executed in said central
audio processing node or said distributed audio
processing node; and/or

- generating a modified control information for sending
to another connected distributed audio processing
node, to be executed in said central audio processing
node or said distributed audio processing node.

[0020] In the first option, the control information is de-
fined by the central node. Alternatively, the control infor-
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mation may be fixedly predefined. Definition may be done
by algorithm and/or user input. In the second option, each
stage may take from the control information what it needs.
E.g., a control information part needed only at the lowest
level distributed nodes where the audio clients are con-
nected to may be discarded at other distributed nodes.
Other control information parts may be needed only at
forwarding distributed nodes (intermediate nodes) re-
ceiving an already preselected stream. The central node
may also make use of some part of the control informa-
tion, in managing and/or preselecting incoming audio
streams. In the third option, a stage may add its own
needs to the control information sent to an inferior node.
The control information forwarded downwardly may be
influenced by characteristics, resources, load etc. of the
inferior node or the established communication line.
[0021] The control information as to how to preselect
input audio streams may include at least one of an algo-
rithm, parameters, and number of required streams.
[0022] The characteristic parameter may be a volume
parameter, and/or may be adapted to said control infor-
mation.
[0023] Another aspect of the present invention relates
to a multipoint audio processing device for processing
audio streams originating from a plurality of audio clients.
The device of this aspect is adapted to execute a method
according to any of the preceding aspects, and may in
particular be a server, preferably conference server, cli-
ent, desktop computer, portable computer, tablet, tele-
phone, mobile phone, smart phone, PDA, or the like.
[0024] Another aspect of the present invention is a
multipoint audio processing system for processing a plu-
rality of audio streams, including

- a first processing node having a mixing unit and a
multiplexing unit;

- one or more second processing nodes each having
an evaluation unit and a multiplexing unit; and

- a plurality of audio clients,

wherein said first processing node, second processing
nodes, and audio clients form a hierarchical communi-
cation network structure where

- said first processing node is communicatively con-
nected or connectable, in a downward hierarchical
direction, with one or more inferior nodes selected
or selectable from said second processing nodes;

- each of said second processing nodes is communi-
catively connected or connectable, in a downward
hierarchical direction, with one or more of said audio
clients such that each of said audio clients is con-
nected with a dedicated one of said second process-
ing nodes;

- each of said second processing nodes is furthermore
communicatively connected or connectable, in a
downward hierarchical direction, with one or more
inferior nodes selected or selectable from others of

said second processing nodes; and
- each of said second processing nodes is communi-

catively connected or connectable, in an upward hi-
erarchical direction, with a superior node selected or
selectable from said first processing node and the
others of said second processing nodes except said
inferior node or nodes,

wherein

- said first processing node’s mixing unit is adapted
to receive audio streams from it’s multiplexing unit,
and to generate a mixed audio stream from said re-
ceived audio streams;

- said first processing node’s multiplexing unit is
adapted to send control information on how to prese-
lect input audio streams to it’s respective inferior
nodes, to receive audio streams from any respective
inferior nodes, and to forward said received audio
streams to it’s mixing unit;

- each of said second processing nodes’ evaluation
unit is adapted to receive audio streams from each
audio client connected hereto, to analyze packets of
said received audio streams in terms of at least one
audio communication characteristic, to attach anal-
ysis result information of said analysis to said pack-
ets, and to provide an evaluated audio stream con-
taining said packets including said analysis result
information to it’s multiplexing unit;

- each of said second processing nodes’ multiplexing
unit is adapted to receive said control information
from its superior node, to receive audio streams from
it’s respective evaluation unit and/or from any re-
spective inferior node, to preselect audio streams
received from it’s respective evaluation unit and/or
inferior nodes based on said control information
and/or analysis result information contained in such
stream, to send said preselected audio streams to
it’s superior node, and to send said control informa-
tion to any respective inferior nodes.

[0025] Obviously, the one first node is a central node
while the second nodes are distributed nodes, in the
sense of previous aspects of the invention, respectively.
[0026] The system may be embodied such that said
first processing node’s mixing unit is adapted to define
said control information, and providing said control infor-
mation to it’s multiplexing unit. Alternatively, the system
may be embodied such that said first processing node’s
multiplexing unit is adapted to define said control infor-
mation. In both cases, the first processing node’s multi-
plexing unit may be adapted to use said control informa-
tion for performing a final preselection step on any re-
ceived audio streams, based on said control information
and/or analysis result information contained in each
stream, before transmitting the preselected streams to
the mixing unit, and to distribute said control information
to downstream nodes (i.e., respective multiplexing units
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thereof).
[0027] The system may be embodied such that said
first processing node’s multiplexing unit is adapted to
preselect audio streams from said received audio
streams based on said control information. In other
words, the multiplexing unit in the central node and mul-
tiplexing units in distributed nodes may be exactly the
same. The multiplexing unit itself does not need to know
where in the mesh it is located.
[0028] The system may be embodied such that said
multiplexing units are adapted to generate an extracted
control information from control information received
from a superior node or from it’s own mixing unit as far
as the first processing node is concerned, and to use
said extracted control information for preselection, and/or
to generate a modified control information, based on con-
trol information received from a superior node or from it’s
own mixing unit as far as the first processing node is
concerned, and to send said modified control information
to their inferior nodes, if any, to be received and used
there for preselection.
[0029] The system may be embodied such that said
first processing node’s mixing unit includes a jitter buffer.
[0030] The system may be embodied such that said
control information as to how to preselect input audio
streams includes at least one of an algorithm, parame-
ters, and number of required streams, and/or said char-
acteristic parameter is a volume parameter, and/or is
adapted to said control information.
[0031] Another aspect of the invention is a software
product for processing audio streams originating from a
plurality of audio clients, said software product being
stored on computer-readable medium, preferably being
directly loadable into an internal memory of a computer,
and including program code for performing the steps of
any of the afore-described methods when said software
product is executed by said computer, said computer
preferably including or being embodied by or included in
a server, preferably conference server, client, desktop
computer, portable computer, tablet, telephone, mobile
phone, smart phone, PDA, or he like.
[0032] The present invention may as well be embodied
by a computer program including instructions causing a
computer to perform the steps of the afore-described
method when said computer program is loaded in or ex-
ecuted by said computer, or by a digital data carrier hav-
ing electrically readable control signals which are de-
signed to operate with a programmable computer, said
control signals being designed and adapted to cause the
computer to perform the steps of the afore-described
method.
[0033] In any such cases, the computer may also be
embodied by the device of the described aspect of the
invention, a communication device such as a mobile
phone, smart phone or the like, a server such as a con-
ference server or the like, a personal computer or the
like. The software product may be a plug-in, add-on, app
or the like to be included in or used by or co-executed

with a conferencing application or the like, or may con-
stitute a basic program of a conferencing unit, server, or
the like.
[0034] Further features, objects, advantages, and de-
tails of the present invention will become more apparent
from the following description of specific embodiments
of the invention and respective illustration in the append-
ed drawings. Obviously, features, objects, advantages,
and details of a specific embodiment, its variations and
modifications mutatis mutandis apply to other embodi-
ments, variations and modifications unless such applica-
tion obviously violates technical constraints or laws of
nature. Embodiments may be combined with each other,
and any combination of an embodiment with another em-
bodiment as a whole or in terms of single features thereof
may be assumed to constitute an embodiment of the in-
vention.
[0035] Next, the invention is described referring to spe-
cific embodiments and referring to the accompanying
drawings wherein:

Fig. 1 shows an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention;

Fig. 2 shows an exemplary configuration in the prior
art;

Fig. 3 shows another exemplary configuration in the
prior art; and

Fig. 4 shows yet another exemplary configuration in
the prior art.

[0036] It is to be noted that the drawings are purely
schematic and not necessarily to scale. The drawings
and descriptions are to illustrate the principle underlying
the invention, rather than to limit the invention in any way.
The present invention is only limited by the appended
claims. Elements shown in a single unit may be practically
distributed and/or included in different units, and ele-
ments shown in different units may be practically included
in one or more other units, unless explicitly described
otherwise or clearly impracticable.
[0037] As mentioned above, a general idea of this ap-
plication is to provide a method that solves the problems
mentioned above by distributing stream evaluation and
selection and providing a central mixing node receiving
just preselected streams for final mixing.
[0038] The implementing concept of the present inven-
tion is described in the context of a configuration shown
in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows a configuration of a central mixing
node 110 (also referred to as central node 110) intercon-
nected with a plurality of distributed nodes 120 in a partly
cascaded network 100. I.e. some of the distributed nodes
120 are connected directly with central mixing node 110
while other distributed nodes 120 are connected with an-
other distributed node 120. However, any distributed
node 120 has a communication path with central mixing
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node 110, directly or via other distributed node(s) 120.
Clients 130 are connected with a dedicated distributed
node 120, respectively.
[0039] Upstream central mixing node 110 comprises
a conference mixer (MIX) 112 and a multiplexer (MUX)
114. The conference mixer 112 is the only instance con-
taining a jitter buffer, and mixes output streams from
preselected input streams. It controls multiplexer 114
how to preselect input streams with sending to it a selec-
tion algorithm, parameters, number of required streams,
etc. The multiplexer 114 does preselection of streams
from connected distributed nodes 120 and controls im-
mediately connected distributed nodes how to preselect
input streams with forwarding to them said selection al-
gorithm, parameters, number of required streams, etc.
(see below for details).
[0040] Any downstream distributed node 120 compris-
es a packet evaluator (EVAL) 122 and a multiplexer
(MUX) 124. The multiplexer 124 is controlled by a supe-
rior multiplexer which may be a multiplexer 124 of a dis-
tributed node 120 higher in hierarchy or multiplexer 114
of central node 110. Packet evaluator 122 analyzes pack-
ets in respect of volume and other characteristics if nec-
essary, and attaches result values to each packet. Packet
evaluator 122 does not reconstruct whole stream but just
analyzes each packet as soon as it is received. Multi-
plexer 124 receives from its superior information how to
preselect streams (algorithm, parameters, number of re-
quired streams etc.) received from its inferior multiplexers
124 and it’s own packet evaluator 122 (inferior means
belonging to a distributed node 120 lower in hierarchy).
Preselected streams are sent to the superior multiplexer
124. Multiplexer 124 also controls its own inferior multi-
plexers 124 to get only appropriate streams from them.
It does not analyze packets of incoming streams because
all packets have been already evaluated, and evaluation
result necessary for selection is attached to each packet,
by inferior packet evaluator 122.
[0041] In the downstream payload direction, mixed
payload is distributed from central node 110 through dis-
tributed nodes to all clients. There is no additional
processing or other reasons for delay. Downstream di-
rection does not contain any specific solution relevant to
this invention.
[0042] In summary, the proposed conference system
architecture provides low latency and limited use of net-
work resources. A central node comprises the mixing
unit, a jitter buffer and a multiplexer. Distributed nodes
comprise a multiplexer and an evaluation unit. All clients
are connected to these nodes. The evaluation unit eval-
uates the audio streams coming in from the connected
clients with respect to volume and/ or other characteris-
tics, attaches the result to the packets and forwards them
to the multiplexer. The multiplexer is controlled by its su-
perior multiplexer, which may reside in another distribut-
ed node or the central node, or by the conference mixer
in the case of the central node itself. Control data define
how to (pre-)select streams to be forwarded to the mul-

tiplexer of the superior node or to the conference mixer
in the case of the central node. Intermediate nodes do
not evaluate the streams again, but accept and forward
them as they are until they finally arrive at the central
node. Based on the evaluation results attached to the
packets, the central node sends control data to its slave
node (distributed node) to control their multiplexer. If such
a slave node is an intermediate node, this node in turn
forwards control data to its slave nodes to control their
multiplexer. In other words, streams are evaluated just
once (i.e., at a lowest level). This, of course, does not
exclude that they still could be discarded by preselection
algorithm at any higher level. E.g. a stream loud enough
in context of one distributed (leaf) node may not be loud
enough in context of some higher-level node preselecting
from more other streams. In this way, stream evaluation
and selection is done by a hierarchy of distributed nodes,
while stream mixing is still performed by a central node.
The configuration requires just one jitter buffer and a sin-
gle mixing unit.
[0043] In this structure described above, conference
mixer 112 directly controls only the immediately subor-
dinate multiplexer 114. All other multiplexers 124 are con-
trolled by immediately superior multiplexers. Thereby, it
is not necessary to have a central node controlling directly
all multiplexers. (However, it is possible that central node
110 controls all multiplexers if all distributed nodes are
directly connected to it which would be a special case of
the structure, or an option.) The idea is to have the system
better scalable if each node processes only a limited
number of incoming streams to a limited number of out-
going streams without any knowledge what is behind im-
mediate neighbours and how large the whole system is.
[0044] As a result, the present invention introduces
better scalability because distributed nodes 120 do not
introduce fixed significant payload delay. Distributed
nodes 120 process each incoming packet as soon as it
is received, and forward it to a superior node if necessary.
The only node where significant payload delay is intro-
duced is the central node 110 containing a jitter buffer
for stream reconstruction and following delay caused by
mixing.
[0045] It will be noted that central node 110 represents
a first processing node or a central audio processing
node, and distributed nodes 120 represent second
processing nodes or distributed audio processing nodes,
in the sense of the present invention. Likewise, confer-
ence mixer 112 represents a mixing unit, multiplexers
114, 124 represent multiplexing units, and packet eval-
uators 122 represent evaluation units in the sense of the
present invention. Any one of central node 110 and dis-
tributed nodes 120 may be referred to as a multipoint
audio processing node in the sense of the present inven-
tion. Each of them may represent or be included in a
multipoint audio processing device. Network 100 repre-
sents a multipoint audio processing system in the sense
of the present invention and may be embodied in a string
configuration, a star configuration or a combination there-
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of, or any conceivable hierarchical configuration.
[0046] The multipoint audio processing system was
exemplified in the form of a tree-structure which repre-
sents a hierarchical communication network structure in
the sense of the present invention. However, the present
invention is likewise applicable in a mesh structure. I.e.,
each distributed node may be connected to a plurality of
superior nodes, leaving actual routing to system self-op-
timization. Even each audio client may, in principle, be
connected to a plurality of distributed nodes, even
through different networks (wired, WLAN, cellular, Blue-
tooth, etc.). It is important, however, that any audio client
is connected, through a path via one or several distributed
nodes, with the central node and that each distributed
node is controlled from top to bottom such that the lowest
possible level does actual analyzing and a first round of
preselecting, enabling that the processing load is distrib-
uted to the most possible extent. Throughout the appli-
cation, "upstream" denotes a direction from an origin or
source of an audio stream, i.e., a client, to a central entity
where mixing is done, and "downstream" denotes a di-
rection from said central entity to a (or a plurality) of sourc-
es, i.e., clients. In other words, downstream is from where
an individual stream is received, and upstream is to
where an individual stream is transmitted. In terms of a
mixed stream routed to each client via the same nodes,
it will be noted that the mixed stream is received from
upstream and transmitted to downstream.
[0047] In the network 100 exemplified above, any mul-
tiplexer 114, 124 was described to just forward control
information as to how to preselect received streams. In
a further development, any multiplexer 114, 124 may be
able to refine, extract or even overrule said control infor-
mation so as to adapt it to its own requirements, and the
highest-level multiplexer 114 may be able to originally
define said control information, instead of the conference
mixer 112.
[0048] Obviously, various applications of the present
invention may become apparent to person skilled in the
art, based on the information disclosed in the present
specification, which might not be mentioned explicitly but
are fully covered by the scope of the present application.
[0049] Specific features of the invention as described
above with reference to the exemplary embodiments may
also be implemented in other embodiments, variations
or modifications, unless such implementations impose
their own prohibitions.
[0050] A technical feature or several technical features
which has/have been disclosed with respect to a single
or several embodiments disclosed herein before, e.g. the
network 100 being formed in a string configuration, may
be present also in another embodiment, e.g. the network
100 being formed in a star configuration, except it is/they
are specified not to be present or it is impossible for
it/them to be present for technical reasons.

Claims

1. Multipoint audio processing method for processing
audio streams originating from a plurality of audio
clients (130), said method comprising the following
steps, to be executed in a distributed multipoint audio
processing node (120):

- receiving control information on how to prese-
lect audio streams for upstream mixing from re-
ceived audio streams;
- receiving audio streams from audio clients
(130) connected so said distributed multipoint
audio processing node (120);
- generating evaluated audio streams by ana-
lyzing packets of said audio streams received
from said audio clients (130) in terms of at least
one audio communication characteristic, and at-
taching an analysis result information of said
analysis to said packets, in each audio stream;
- preselecting audio streams by deciding on
whether or not any evaluated audio stream is to
be transmitted upstream for mixing, based on
said received control information and/or said
analysis result information contained in said
evaluated audio streams; and
- transmitting said audio streams decided to be
transmitted upstream while discarding evaluat-
ed audio streams decided not to be to be trans-
mitted upstream.

2. The method of claim 2, further comprising the steps,
to be executed in said distributed multipoint audio
processing node (120):

- sending said control information to one or more
other distributed multipoint audio processing
nodes (120) connected to said distributed
multipoint audio processing node (120);
- receiving audio streams from said other dis-
tributed multipoint audio processing nodes
(120); and
- transmitting said audio streams received from
said other distributed multipoint audio process-
ing nodes (120) upstream for mixing, preferably
applying said deciding step to them beforehand
while relying on analysis result information al-
ready contained in said audio streams received
from said other distributed multipoint audio
processing nodes (120).

3. Multipoint audio processing method for processing
audio streams originating from a plurality of audio
clients (130), preferably according to claim 1 or 2,
said method comprising the steps, to be executed in
a central audio processing node (110):

- sending a control information on how to prese-
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lect input audio streams downstream to one or
more distributed multipoint audio processing
nodes (120) connected to said central audio
processing node (110);
- receiving audio streams from said distributed
multipoint audio processing nodes (120); and
- generating a mixed audio stream from said re-
ceived audio streams, preferably with employing
a jitter buffer, and preferably deciding before-
hand, based on said control information and/or
any analysis result information contained in said
received audio streams, on whether or not a re-
ceived audio stream is to be used for mixing.

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising the steps:

- defining said control information, to be execut-
ed in said central audio processing node (110);
and/or
- generating an extracted control information to
be used for preselection, to be executed in said
central audio processing node (110) or said dis-
tributed audio processing node (120); and/or
- generating a modified control information for
sending to another connected distributed audio
processing node (120), to be executed in said
central audio processing node (110) or said dis-
tributed audio processing node (120).

5. The method of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein said
control information as to how to preselect input audio
streams includes at least one of an algorithm, pa-
rameters, and number of required streams.

6. The method of any of claims 1 to 5, wherein said
characteristic parameter is a volume parameter,
and/or adapted to said control information.

7. Multipoint audio processing device for processing
audio streams originating from a plurality of audio
clients (130), said device being adapted to execute
a method according to any of claims 1 to 6, said
device preferably being a server, preferably confer-
ence server, client, desktop computer, portable com-
puter, tablet, telephone, mobile phone, smart phone,
PDA, or the like.

8. Multipoint audio processing system (100) for
processing a plurality of audio streams, including

- a first processing node (110) having a mixing
unit (112) and a multiplexing unit (114);
- one or more second processing nodes (120)
each having an evaluation unit (122) and a mul-
tiplexing unit (124); and
- a plurality of audio clients (130),
wherein said first processing node (110), sec-
ond processing nodes (120), and audio clients

(130) form a hierarchical communication net-
work structure where
- said first processing node (110) is communi-
catively connected or connectable, in a down-
ward hierarchical direction, with one or more in-
ferior nodes (120) selected or selectable from
said second processing nodes (120);
- each of said second processing nodes (120)
is communicatively connected or connectable,
in a downward hierarchical direction, with one
or more of said audio clients (110) such that each
of said audio clients (130) is connected with a
dedicated one of said second processing nodes
(120);
- each of said second processing nodes (120)
is furthermore communicatively connected or
connectable, in a downward hierarchical direc-
tion, with one or more inferior nodes (120) se-
lected or selectable from others of said second
processing nodes (120); and
- each of said second processing nodes (120)
is communicatively connected or connectable,
in an upward hierarchical direction, with a supe-
rior node (110, 120) selected or selectable from
said first processing node (110) and the others
of said second processing nodes (120) except
said inferior node or nodes (120),
wherein
- said first processing node’s (110) mixing unit
(112) is adapted to receive audio streams from
its multiplexing unit (114), and to generate a
mixed audio stream from said received audio
streams;
- said first processing node’s (110) multiplexing
unit (114) is adapted to send control information
on how to preselect input audio streams to it’s
respective inferior nodes (120), to receive audio
streams from any respective inferior nodes
(120), and to forward said received audio
streams to it’s mixing unit (112);
- each of said second processing nodes’ (120)
evaluation units (122) is adapted to receive au-
dio streams from each audio client (130) con-
nected thereto, to analyze packets of said re-
ceived audio streams in terms of at least one
audio communication characteristic, to attach
analysis result information of said analysis to
said packets, and to provide an evaluated audio
stream containing said packets including said
analysis result information to it’s multiplexing
unit (124);
- each of said second processing nodes’ (120)
multiplexing unit (124) is adapted to receive said
control information from its superior node (110,
120), to receive audio streams from it’s respec-
tive evaluation unit (122) and/or from any re-
spective inferior node (120), to preselect audio
streams received from it’s respective evaluation
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unit (122) and/or inferior node (120) based on
said control information and/or analysis result
information contained in such stream, to send
said preselected audio streams to it’s superior
node (110, 120), and to send said control infor-
mation to any respective inferior nodes (120).

9. The system of claim 8, wherein said first processing
node’s (110) mixing unit (112) is adapted to define
said control information, and to provide said control
information to it’s multiplexing unit (114).

10. The system of claim 8 or 9, wherein said first process-
ing node’s (110) multiplexing unit (114) is adapted
to define said control information.

11. The system of any of claims 8 to 10, wherein said
first processing node’s (110) multiplexing unit (114)
is adapted to preselect audio streams from said re-
ceived audio streams based on said control informa-
tion.

12. The system of any of claims 8 to 11, wherein said
multiplexing units (114, 124) are adapted to generate
an extracted control information from control infor-
mation received from a superior node (110, 120) or
from its own mixing unit (112) as far as the first
processing node (110) is concerned, and to use said
extracted control information for preselection, and/or
to generate a modified control information, based on
control information received from a superior node
(110, 120) or from it’s own mixing unit (112) as far
as the first processing node (110) is concerned, and
to send said modified control information to their in-
ferior nodes (120), if any, to be received and used
there for preselection.

13. The system of any of claims 8 to 12, wherein said
first processing node’s (110) mixing unit (112) in-
cludes a jitter buffer.

14. The system of any of claims 8 to 13, wherein said
control information as to how to preselect input audio
streams includes at least one of an algorithm, pa-
rameters, and number of required streams, and/or
said characteristic parameter is a volume parameter,
and/or is adapted to said control information.

15. Software product for processing audio streams orig-
inating from a plurality of audio clients (130), said
software product being stored on computer-readable
medium, preferably being directly loadable into an
internal memory of a computer, and including pro-
gram code for performing the steps of a method of
any of claims 1-6 when said software product is ex-
ecuted by said computer, said computer preferably
including or being embodied by or included in a serv-
er, preferably conference server, client, desktop

computer, portable computer, tablet, telephone, mo-
bile phone, smart phone, PDA, or the like.
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